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ABSTRACT

Due to its unsupervised and hostile deployment in the field, user authentication in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a key security challenge. Due to the limited computer power, storage capacity, and communication modules available on sensor nodes, authenticating distant users in such resource-constrained systems is a critical security challenge. M.L. Das has suggested a two-factor user authentication technique for WSNs, claiming that it is safe against a variety of attack types. However, we demonstrate in this work that the M.L. Das scheme has many serious security flaws and so cannot be recommended for use in real-world applications. We point out that his approach does not allow users to modify or update their passwords, lacks mutual authentication between the gateway and sensor nodes, and is subject to gateway node bypassing and privileged-insider attacks. To address the M.L. Das-intrinsic scheme's security flaws, we suggest enhancements and security updates that address the scheme's vulnerabilities. The suggested security enhancements may be integrated into the M.L. Das-scheme to provide more secure and robust two-factor user authentication in WSNs.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have arisen as a highly active research area in light of recent advancements in communication technology. WSNs have several characteristics with wireless ad hoc networks and are often considered a subset of them [1]. A WSN is often composed of a large number of autonomous sensor nodes that are left unattended. Each sensor node has some computer power, a limited amount of storage, and a tiny communication module for communicating with the outside world through an ad hoc wireless network [2]. WSNs are extensively employed in a variety of applications, including military, combat, homeland security, healthcare, environmental monitoring, agricultural and crop production, and industry.

Security is crucial since the sensor network may be operating in a hostile setting, such as a combat battlefield. During the implementation of WSN, robust solutions are required to enable low-latency, resilient, and secure networks. Additionally, the network should be secure against intrusions and spoofing assaults [3]. Access control is a critical cryptographic fundamental upon which all other cryptographic primitives are constructed. A WSN should be intelligent enough to discriminate between legitimate and unauthorised users, posing the issue of user authentication [3]. If a WSN is implemented for a highly secure application, the data acquired by the sensors is important and should be restricted to registered or authorised users. Benenson et al. developed the concept of n-authentication and outlined the security
concerns associated with user authentication in WSNs [4]. Later, WATRO et al. introduced a TinyPK authentication system using public key cryptography and RSA and Diffie-Hellman algorithms. [5], however, this protocol is vulnerable to a masquerade sensor node attack, which allows an attacker to impersonate the user.

Wong et al. suggested a lightweight dynamic user authentication system for use in a wireless sensor network setting in 2006. They validated their scheme via a security and cost analysis and examined implementation challenges, emphasising the need of using the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sublayer's security capabilities. Tseng et al. later uncovered security flaws in Wong et al's method, which preclude its use in real-world contexts. They demonstrated that Wong et al's approach is vulnerable to replay and forgery attacks, that passwords are readily exposed by any of the sensor nodes, and that users cannot change their passwords freely. To address these inconsistencies, Tseng et al. proposed an enhanced scheme, claiming that their scheme not only retains the benefits of Wong et al's scheme, but also adds the following features: resistance to replay and forgery attacks, reduction of password leakage risk, and improved efficiency of changeable passwords. T.H. Lee recently performed an analysis of Wong et al's method and suggested two simple dynamic user authentication protocols that are variants of Wong et al's method. T.H. Lee simplified the authentication procedure in his initial protocol by decreasing the computing burden on sensor nodes while maintaining the security level achieved by Wong et al. T.H. Lee, on the other hand, presented a mechanism in his second protocol that prevents an intruder from impersonating the gateway node and granting access to unauthorised users.

While L.C. Ko demonstrated that Tseng et al's approach accomplishes some more security features over Wong et al's approach, it remains vulnerable under a plausible attack scenario. L.C. Ko explained how Tseng et al's approach lacks mutual authentication between the Gateway node (GW) and the Sensor node (SN), as well as between the User (U) and the SN. Additionally, L.C. Ko demonstrated that an attacker may falsify communication messages delivered between sensor nodes and gateway nodes.

As a result, L.C. Ko suggested a modified scheme that seeks to address the security shortcomings of Tseng et al's approach and shown that his method has superior security characteristics than Tseng et al's approach.

Binod et al. performed a cryptanalysis of Wong et al's and Tseng et al's authentication techniques and offered a better technique. Binod et al. demonstrated that their scheme is more resilient than previously published schemes and can survive replay attacks, forgery attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Additionally, their approach allows mutual authentication between the login and gateway nodes.

M.L. Das recently presented a strategy for two-factor user authentication in WSNs. M.L. Das also uncovered a vulnerability in Wong et al's approach to a multiple logged-in users with the same login-id threat, which means that anybody with a valid user's password may simply access to the sensor network. He also uncovered a vulnerability in Wong et al's approach to a stolen-verifier attack, since the GW-node
and login-node retain the lookup table for all registered users' credentials. As a result, M.L. Das developed his technique to address the scheme's security weaknesses. His approach employs a two-factor authentication concept based on a password and a smart card and is resistant to attacks such as multiple logged-in users sharing the same login identity, stolen-verifier, guessing, replay, and impersonation.

More recently, Nyang and Lee demonstrated that the M.L. Das protocol is vulnerable to offline password guessing attacks, sensor node compromise attacks, and does not protect query response messages by establishing a unique secure channel from the sensor node to the user, which is a critical component of serving a registered user securely and legitimately. As a result, Nyang and Lee devised a better two-factor authentication technique for WSNs that seeks to address the anomalies they discovered in the M.L. Das approach.

However, we demonstrate in this work that the M.L. Das-scheme is still insecure and subject to a number of serious security threats. Along with the issues identified by Nyang and Lee, we demonstrate that the M.L. Das-scheme is defenceless against GW-node bypass attacks, lacks mutual authentication between GW- and sensor nodes, is vulnerable to insider attacks, and lacks provision for changing or updating registered user passwords. We offer security enhancements in this article to address the aforementioned flaws of the M.L. Das-scheme. Our upgraded security patch includes secure capabilities for changing or updating user passwords, protects against insider attacks, defeats GW-node bypass attacks, and establishes mutual authentication between the GW-node and sensor node. The suggested security enhancements may simply be integrated into the M.L. Das-scheme, enabling WSNs to benefit from more secure and robust two-factor user authentication.

CONCLUSION

We have shown in this article that a recently suggested two-factor user authentication system in a WSN context is vulnerable against a variety of attack vectors and should not be utilised in real-world applications. We have showed that the M.L. Das-scheme does not allow users to modify or update their passwords, that it is sensitive to GW-node bypassing attacks, that it lacks mutual authentication between the GW-node and sensor node, and that it is vulnerable to privileged-insider attacks. To address the aforementioned weaknesses, we have offered security updates and enhancements that address the M.L. Das-weak scheme's points. The proposed security enhancements may simply be included into the M.L. Das-scheme to provide a more secure and robust two-factor user authentication mechanism in WSNs.
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